
Infrastructure as a Service
We will look after your IT infrastructure 24/7 
and ensure that operating systems and hardware 
are available at all times without disruption.

This is what
the future looks like



double redundancy 
air conditioning

Facts about the Berlin data centre:

Berlin
Karlsruhe

net surface area, 5 rooms
latest 
fire alarm
technology and 
gas extinguishers

TÜV certified

ISO 27001

24/7

separate supplies  
for all outside  
connections

4,000 
emergency power 
supply:  
UPS / 12 MW EPS 
45,000 l Diesel 

Selected customers:



BSP data centre

We run your server architecture in one of Europe's leading 
data centres. Almost unlimited availability and security for 
your data is guaranteed in Berlin with our own state-of-the-
art colocation centre and multiple redundant connections. 

You enjoy the security that comes with one of the most 
powerful data centres in Europe and you save resources, 
for example by not requiring your own server rooms and 
allowing your IT staff to focus on looking after your core 
applications.

BSP solutions

 ▪ For: Virtualisation, storage, backup and cloud

 ▪ Multi-site IT concepts  
 (high availability / geo-redundancy)

 ▪ Managed security (firewalls / load balancer / 
 switches)

 ▪ Network management (WAN / LAN)

 ▪ High availability for connectivity services  
 (dedicated line, Dark Fibre / DWDM)

 ▪ Solutions & PaaS such as website hosting,  
 containers, etc. 

Additional services

 ▪ Procurement solutions  

 ▪ License consulting

Cronon BSP has worked for almost 20 years gathering operating and consulting  
experience in colocation, managed hosting and installations for its customers.

Selected partners:

Find out more at bsp.cronon.net

BSP solutions 
Infrastructure as a Service
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1 Cronon AG 

Professional IT-Services 

Pascalstrasse 10 

10587 Berlin, Germany

Telephone: +49 30 39802-0

Email: it-services@cronon.net

Website: www.cronon.net

 ▪  Cronon AG was founded in 2000 as a subsidiary of STRATO AG.  
The company has offices in Berlin (head office) and Karlsruhe.

 ▪ Staff at Cronon AG enjoy a high degree of independence and  
freedom. Flat hierarchies and transparent decision-making  
processes make a significant contribution to our collective success. 

 ▪ The customers of Cronon AG are predominantly small to medium 
businesses that value our personal availability, our flexibility and our 
commitment to each any every project. 
 
Find out more at www.cronon.net


